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The Changing Face of the American Factory
Identifying Opportunities
• Robotics and automation replacing unskilled labor
• The Internet of Things- Communications via PC’s
• Short customized production runs for a demanding
consumer
• 24/7 production schedules
• The constant search for efficiency through new
processes to provide quality at a lower cost
• Shortening or taking control of the supply chain
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First Steps
Analyze the process

•Where best to integrate the decorating process?
•In-line or Off-line
•Off the part press
• At an assembly cell
• Prior to packaging
•Factors to consider
• Print speed relation to the manufacturing process
• Minimizing part handling
• Operator involvement and competence
• Minimizing down time and identifying bottleneck
potentials

Design Considerations –
Materials Handling
•Shape of Product
•Is fixturing needed
•Distance of head to print
area
•Cylindrical printing
•Continuous belt, shuttle
system or intermittent indexing
•Rotary or Elliptical Table transport
•Roll to roll for food packaging and
web fed products
•Identifying the optimal start and
finish position of product
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Design ConsiderationsMaterials Handling
•Minimizing operator
involvement
•Automation Options
•Robotics
•Pick and Place
•Waterfall and Bowl Feed

Design Considerations –
Environmental Considerations
• Ventilation
• Humidity & Temperature [static energy]
• Targeted fume extraction
• Targeted mist extraction
• Positive internal pressure of clean, fresh air
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Integrating new process in work flow–
HMI and Communications
•Integrating part marking/decoration with process flow
•Interfacing with ERP systems
•Auto transfer to printer HMI via network
•Barcode scanning
•Job storage on the print controller or remotely
•Batch tracking
•Variable data
•Communicating with existing analog equipment

Integrating new process in work flow–
HMI and Communications
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Print Process DevelopmentChoosing The Print Head
• Print head selection
• Speed to drop size consideration
•Turbulence minimization
• Maintenance of heads
• Ink Management Systems

Print Process Development–
Jetting Examples Good & Bad
• Waveform development
• Droplet formation and restriction
• Effect of print head to product offset
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Print Process Development –
Pretreatment

• Flame
• Corona
• Plasma

Print Process Development–
UV Cure intensity, Strike Time
• Correct lamp selection
• Variable intensity control via software
• Redundancy and UV sensors
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